THE  AGRARIAN  REVOLUTION	2O3
applied universally with uniform profit: the methods of Tull
and Townshencl were particularly suited to their districts, were not
and would not have brought corresponding advantages in ap^ikabi    *
others.    The new implements were costly and often difficult (4) and were
to obtain, and the new methods required capital.    The cost of custI>T*
draining land was reckoned at £3 per acre, and that of manag-
ing an up-to-date farm at £5 per acre per annum.   Since many
of the farmers, outside Norfolk, had only short leases, often (5) short
. ,   , ,	. .	.	.	-    ,	.         leases and
for a year, voidable on either side at six months   notice,	uncertain
or held land by copyhold of inheritance with arbitrary fine	discourage
or copyhold for life,1 they were not prepared to pay for
improvements from which their landlords would reap the
benefit.    Communications   also   were  bad;   farmers  often	(6) cpmmu-
worked only for subsistence or for a purely local market,	^lonsare
and hence news of improvement reached them very slowly
a nd did not attract them greatly when it came.
The cKMunM-fiddsvsiem was perhaps one of the greatest	The com-
^	jr	it	a	man- field
obstacles  to improvement.2   Yet,  on the  one hand,  the system an
r   i i    ^i	i	1.1	j_	-	-li     obstacle to
common field, though an obstacle, was not an insuperable progress;
obstacle to improvement and, on the other hand, enclosure butencio-
£	i	.	f	sure cud not-
frequently took place without an improvement of farming necessarily 4
or breeding. Arthur Young noticed that the improvements
which the Buckingham farmer refused as Innovations had
been practised by the farmer of Kent for a century. Some
villages in the seventeenth century had agreed to the
introduction of clover and turnips. On the other hand,
Cobbett. To the average eighteenth-century fanner it looked like
a madman's prank. On a space of six feet were three, perhaps only
two, rows of thinly-sown corn. What a senseless waste of good
land ! He was abused for letting a third or a quarter of his land lie
fallow every year. But here, as you might say, at least half the land
was fallow all the time, only mixed with the crops instead of separate.
And this was exactly what Tullians did say, quite frankly, when
describing the system.
1	Copyhold is tenure of a holding according to the custom of the
manor; the manorial court roll is the evidence of the tenant's title,
and he possesses a "copy" of the appropriate entry on the roll.
Those who succeeded to land held by copyhold of inheritance with
arbitrary fine had to pay any fine which the lord liked to impose
on succession.   There was also land held by copyhold of inheritance
by fine certain and the fine on succession was then fixed.
2	For a description  of  the  common-field system,  see  Lipson,
Economic History of England (Middle Ages), ch. ii.

